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1 Preface

Clever Cubed itself is only at surface level a simple game. Some me-
chanics interlock in a delicate way and the original manual leaves
those intricacies between the lines. The digital version available at
Schmidtspiele.de sometimes deviates in minor ways from the man-
ual. Where applicable it will be marked.

2 Components

• 1 Block with 100 sheets

• 4 Pens

• 6 Dice

– Pink, Turqoise, Dark Blue dice with golden dots

– Brown, Yellow, White dice with black dots

Goal of the Game

In Clever Cubed players aim for the ultimate highscore by carefully
choosing which dice to keep, where to use them and chain clever
combos with bonuses.

3 Setup

Each player gets a scoring sheet with a pen. The player who rolls
the highest number begins the game and gets all 6 dice.
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Overview

Depending on the player count the game lasts as shown by the top
row of the scoring sheet:

• 4 rounds for 4 players

• 5 rounds for 3 players

• 6 rounds for 2 players and solo play.

At the beginning of each round, all players cross out the corre-
sponding number and immediately receive the shown bonus ac-
tion. In round 5 and 6 there is no bonus.

The dice can be in the active player’s area, on the dice fields of the
active player’s score sheet marked with a yellow I, II and III in the
top left corner1, or on the silver platter of the game box which acts
like a secondary area.

The score sheet has the grey bonus action area on the top.

The 5 coloured areas are tied to the coloured dice and are used
for scoring. Players cross out in yellow, turqoise and brown areas.
Players write numbers in blue and pink areas. These decisions are
never altered.
When the manual mentions crossing it is interchangably used with
write a number in the blue and pink areas.

4 Playing The Game

The active player rolls all available dice. You may use a reroll bonus
action, when available and reroll every dice just rolled. Now the
player can choose:

1Not to be confused with the yellow area markings
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• Pass. In which case the player crosses out the topmost free I,
II, or III dice field. This is a rare decision.

• Choose a die and place it unchanged on the topmost free I, II,
or III dice field.

If the player choses the latter option, he must cross all fields in the
corresponding coloured area according to the area rules. The player
can choose which colour the white die has and therefore use it in
any one of the coloured areas.
This option can be combined with the number bonus action. In this
case you cross a field, as if the die shows instead a different number
according to your chosen number bonus action. You do not rotate
the die on the dice field.

All dice rolled with a lower number than the chosen die, are moved
to the silver platter. Dice with the same number or higher stay
available for the next roll. The placed die cannot be rolled again.
The number change bonus has no impact on which dice stay.

Repeat the above a second time with the remaining dice in the main
area.

The topmost free dice field should be the II field. You
place a chosen die on the II field, cross the coloured
fields and you discard all dice with a lower number to
the silver platter area.

Repeat for a final third time with the remaining dice in the main
area.

If you chose a too high number previously, you might
have no dice left and no other choice than to pass the III
dice field. Try to avoid this situation.

At the end of the third time you place all remaining dice on the sil-
ver platter. It will always be at least three dice.
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At the end of your turn you may use a +1 bonus action. You can
choose any die from the I, II, III dice fields or the silver platter. Cross
a tile according to the number of the chosen die as if you had just
rolled it. For the resolution of yellow and turqoise areas the distinc-
tion between the silver platter dice and I, II, or III dice remains.

You may use multiple +1 bonus actions subsequently, but you can-
not choose the same die twice in the same turn.

The +1 bonus action can be combined with the number bonus ac-
tion.

At the end of your turn pass the six dice clockwise to the next
player. Afterwards you take the role of a passive player.

Wait until the active player finished his three rolls and at least three
dice are on the silver platter. Now you may choose one of the silver
platter dice and use it as if you just had rolled it. For yellow and
turqoise the according silver platter mechanics apply. Only, if you
are unable to use any of the silver platter dice, you can choose one
of the three active dice.2

The number change bonus is applicable to silver platter dice as well
for the passive player.

After you have chosen a die as a passive player, you may use the +1
bonus as well. This gives you access to all 6 rolled dice. Any given
restrictions apply as explained above.

2The manual unfortunately does not specify whether you are forced to use a bonus
action, but for all intents and purposes, it feels most natural to interpret it that
you can use the other dice instead, if you had to use up a bonus.
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5 Bonus

The upper area of your score sheet keeps track of available and used
bonuses. The first row keeps track of the reroll bonus, second one
is the number change bonus and the third row is the +1 dice bonus.
Immediately after you unlock a bonus, make a circle around the
grey field. Do so from left to right without leaving spaces. When
you unlock 7 bonuses in a row, you unlock an additional one as
shown to the right.

The availability circles have to be in order, the usage does not have
to. This is important for the number change bonus, where you can
freely choose which one to use from the available ones. A question
mark means you can use any value between 1-6 including.

After you used a bonus, cross the corresponding field. It cannot be
used again.

The way the bonuses work are explained in the Playing The Game
section and more detailed in the coloured score area sections.

When you unlock a bonus which is not part of the tracker, like the
coloured question marks, you must use it immediately. The black
question mark unlocked at the beginning of round 4 can be substi-
tuted for any other colour and be used as any other coloured ques-
tion mark. You must use it immediately.

The fox bonus applies only to the end of the game and is explained
in the End Scoring section.
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6 Yellow Score Area

Scoring:
The black number inside the sun is the point value and the white
number bottom left of the sun is the amount of crosses. 4 crosses
would yield 20 points. Count for each of the three rows individu-
ally. Up to 126 (42 points per row) points can be made in the yellow
area.

Active Crossing:
If you place a yellow die on the I dice field, you can only cross the
corresponding number on the I row. A yellow die chosen on the II
field, can only be used to cross numbers on the II row. Same goes
for the last row. It does not matter whether the field is white or grey.

Passive Crossing:
When you choose a die from the silver platter, you may only cross
a grey field. You are not bound to the row restriction of active dice.

Bonus Activation:
A bonus is activated, if both of the connected fields are crossed
above and below the bonus. Example: The fox bonus is active, if
the grey 6 field from the I row and the white 6 field from the II row
is crossed.

Bonus Usage:
The change number bonus does not affect the I, II or III row restric-
tion when applied to a die on the dice fields.

The change number bonus for silver platter dice simply allows to
cross another grey field according to the available number.

The +1 bonus for dice on the I, II, III fields of your own or as a pas-
sive player does not lift the row restriction. Consider combining it
with the number bonus.
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A yellow bonus question mark can be used to cross any field.
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7 Turqoise Score Area

Scoring:
Similar to the yellow area scoring, you count the crosses for each
row. 3 crosses in a row would yield 6 points. Repeat for all 5 rows.
105 points is the possible maximum.

Active Crossing:
You choose a turqoise dice and cross any one of the fields with the
same number. You can cross multiple fields, if the chosen turqoise
die has the same number as the previous dice on your dice fields. A
total of two matching numbers, including the turqoise die, let you
cross two numbers. Three matching numbers would let you cross
three of the same numbers.

Example:
You have a yellow 3 die on the I field and a brown 5 die on the II
field. If you roll a 3 with the turqoise die and choose to place it on
III, you can cross two 3 fields. If the brown die showed a 3 instead
in this example, you could even cross three 3 fields at once.

Passive Crossing:
Similar, but not identical to active crossing. You can cross multi-
ple fields, if other dice on the silver platter show the same number.
Dice fields do not count, they are treated as different bags.

Bonus Activation:
You gain the printed bonus, if all turqoise coloured fields of the re-
spective row or column are filled. White fields count solely towards
the score.

Bonus Usage:
Change Number bonus triggers the multiple crosses possibility as
well, if multiple dice numbers match. Both for active and passive
crossing.
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+1 bonus reuses the same die number and triggers potentially mul-
tiple crosses as well.

The turqoise bonus unlocks only a single field.3

3This is the way the digital version works. The manual does mention it is to be used
as if the dice was rolled, but either it is not counted towards both the silver platter
or dice field bags making multiple crosses impossible, or it is unintentionally
vague.
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8 Blue Score Area

Scoring:
Take the outermost tile to the left of the 7 in the middle. The score
value is shown above. Add this to the outermost tile to the right of
the 7 in the middle. You can score 44 points this way. Each written
2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12 awards additional 4 points. 68 points total are pos-
sible.

Active Crossing:
Add the value of the blue and white die no matter where the other
die is. The symbols at the bottom left of the blue score area are to
remind you of this. Usage of the white die does not alter the addi-
tion. The total must be one smaller than the previous number to be
written to the left, or one bigger than the previous number to write
it to the right, as indicated by the printed -1 and +1. Write down
the number you used. You may not leave blank spaces.

Instead of writing down a valid number, you may choose to reset
the sequence by writing a 7 instead. Two 7 cannot be next to each
other. 4

Passive Crossing:
Works exactly as active crossing.

Bonus Activation:
As soon as you fill a field above a bonus, you gain it.

Bonus Usage:
The change number bonus applies only to the chosen dice and if you
are free to choose a number, it can be only between 1 and 6, render-

4The digital version does not care about this. Perhaps, because of the implicated
points penalty it does not matter for high scores anyway. The written manual
says ambiguously a 7 can come after any other number. But clarifies after a 7 a
number higher or lower exactly by 1 has to be written.
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ing potentially some fields inaccessible despite the bonus.

The +1 bonus has no special case.

The blue bonus is restricted to a number between 1-6 similarly to
the change number bonus and so only the white dice can be added
to it.
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9 Brown Score Area

Scoring:
Count the total crosses in the entire row. 12 crosses give you a
whopping 90 points.

Active Crossing:
Cross any one field with the same number as your chosen die. You
can skip fields (top left symbol), but only ever enter crosses from
left to right as shown by the arrow to the left, rendering skipped
fields inaccessible for the remainder of the game.

Passive Crossing:
Identical to active crossing.

Bonus Activation:
If both fields left and right of the bonus are filled, you gain the
bonus.

Bonus Usage:
Change Number bonus applies as expected. Same for +1 bonus.

Brown bonus can be used to cross any one field to the right of the
last cross.
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10 Pink Score Area

Scoring:
The sum of all written fields is the final score.

Active Crossing:
You must always fill in order without skipping. For the first field
and each time you decide to grab the bonus shown below, you must
divide the chosen die number by half and round up. Write this
value into the field.
You can forfeit the bonus and instead multiply the chosen die num-
ber with the shown multiplicator. You do not divide. Write down
the multiplied value.

Passive Crossing:
Works identical to active crossing.

Bonus Activation:
Described in the active crossing section.

Bonus Usage:
Change number bonus and +1 apply as expected.

Pink bonus only works as a single die, so no number higher than 6
may be chosen. Skips are not allowed.
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11 End Scoring

After the final round has been played, do not forget to use any re-
maining +1 bonuses.
Count the value of each of the five score areas. Note it on the back-
side of your sheet. Count the amount of foxes you unlocked. This
is a bonus multiplier for your lowest scoring coloured score area. If
you have 3 foxes and your weakest score area is 15, you would add
45 bonus points to the total.

12 Solo

For solo play the game takes 6 rounds with a structure similar to
a duel. 6 turns are spent as the active player and 6 turns as a pas-
sive player. The player begins the game as the active player. After
the turn is finished, roll all six dice. Take three of lowest numbered
dice and place them on the silver platter. Use the distance of the
rolled dice to the silver platter as a tie breaker. The remaining dice
are used for the imaginary player’s dice field. Place them on imagi-
nary I, II or III fields according to their distance to the silver platter.
Now you can take your turn as a passive player as you normally
would.
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